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dream. In other cultures dreams are an entry into a different level of reality. Yet no culture confuses dreams
with waking reality or fails to make a distinction. Dreams 'in some cultures may be considered real acts or
channels of communication. The story is often told of the missionary who was as-tounded at the frequency of
adultery confessed
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The culture pattern dream, on the other hand, is actively sought Or induced. Often it conforms to a specific
stereotyped pattern prescribed by the culture, and in some cases the individual may be required to continue
dreaming until the required pattern emerges. Lincoln found culture pattern dreams to be present in Africa,
Melanesia.
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Fundamental Texts Dream, Mission, Vision and Values The following section will foster a more thorough
comprehension of the dream associated with this mission and the values referred to in the mission statement.
C. THE CGI CULTURE AND VALUES To succeed in creating a highly favourable environment within such a
context,
1. Dream, Mission, Vision and Values - admin.cgi.com
The crux of a U.S. national identity, the American dream highlights the importance of individualism, struggle,
and success over tribulations. With an emphasis on overcoming victimization, the dream demonstrates that
one can accomplish any task with determinism and hard work. As life in the United States evolves, the dream
constantly changes,
The American dream: illusion of individualism and self
stage. It represents an artful dream about the fragility, fictive-ness, and frenzy of our dreamful works. It
likewise represents a cultural artifact that exemplifies culture as a collective work of art in which we live,
move, and perform our human being until what Segismundo calls "the sleep of death" ("el sueÃ±o de la
muerte'V (11.2167).
Dreams of Reason Create Monsters of Culture: La vida es SueÃ±o
aware of the part dreams played in communicative processes in culture and as a social performance, of
either a ritual or an informal nature. 5 The essays in this volume share a commitment to perspectives on the
dream grounded in
Theorizing Dreaming and the Self - SUNY Press
aspects and perspectives of the American culture and the American dream. By weaving and tracing the
values of individualism, self-reliance, and personal freedom that constitute the American dream through their
works and I will examine why their pieces remain relevant in the modern American culture.
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